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Abstract 

The classical Dirichlet criterion on the stability of equilibria in Hamiltonian systems is generalized 
to the orbital stability of periodic orbits. The result obtained is adapted to the study of the stability 
of relative periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems with symmetry that lie at regular level sets of the 
corresponding momentum map. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All right reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Let X E x(M) be a dynamical system on the manifold M, and let m E M be an 
equilibrium that is, X(m) = 0. We say that the equilibrium m is Lyupmv stable or 
nonlinearly stable when for any open neighborhood U of m in M, there is another open 
neighborhood V c U of m such that if Fr is the flow associated to X, then F,(z) E U, for 
any z E V c U and for all t > 0. 

A very important problem in the theory of dynamical systems consists of determining 
the stability of a given equilibrium. In this direction, the simplest and best known stability 
criterion is the following. 
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Theorem 1.1 (Dirichlet). Let X E X(M) be a dynamical system on the manifold M, and 
let m E M be an equilibrium. Let C E C@‘(M) be a conserved quantity of X that is, 
C o Ft = C for all time t, where Fr is theflow associated to X. If C is such that dC(m) = 0 
and the quadratic form d*C(m) is definite, then the equilibrium m is stable. 

This sufficient condition for stability has special relevance in the Hamiltonian case that 
is, when M is a symplectic manifold with closed nondegenerate two-form w and X is a 
Hamiltonian vector field with corresponding Hamiltonian function h E C”(M). In this 
case, part of the hypotheses of Dirichlet’s theorem are automatically satisfied. In particular, 
the Hamiltonian h is always a conserved quantity (we focus exclusively on autonomous 
systems) such that, by the nondegeneracy of the symplectic form, dh (m) = 0. However, in 
very important situations d*h (m) is not definite so one has to either use different conserved 
quantities or look at other stability criteria like the KAM theorem (see [5,3,6]). Regard- 
ing the first solution, there are unfortunately only a few examples in which the integrals 
needed are available; moreover, some genericity results of Robinson [46], together with 
the closing lemma of Pugh [44,45] prove that most Hamiltonian vector fields do not have 
integrals of motion other than the Hamiltonian function. As to the RAM theorem, it has 
been instrumental in the proof of the orbital stability of very relevant physical systems. For 
example, in the restricted three-body problem, this theorem is able to prove the stability of 
the Trojans and predicts the gaps in the distribution of asteroids between Mars and Jupiter 
(see [49,21]). Over the years the RAM theorem has been extended to a very wide class of 
systems. However, the persistence of the tori that it predicts guarantees stability only in the 
case in which the dimension of the configuration space equals two; in higher dimensions, 
phenomena like the Arnold diffusion may spoil the stability. All in all, the stability in the 
sense of the definition stated in the first paragraph of this section remains an open problem, 
specially when the dimension of the space is bigger than two. 

Nevertheless, in the way to understanding this problem, Dirichlet’s theorem has been a key 
point of reference, mainly due to its dimension independent nature and has given rise to an 
approach to the theory of stability usually known as energetics. In particular, Moser [38] has 
formulated the concept of almost stability which amounts to the existence of an approximate 
conserved quantity, given in the form of a real formal power series (possibly divergent), 
that satisfies Dirichlet’s theorem. Moser carried out some estimates [37] which showed that, 
in the presence of almost stability, solutions starting sufficiently close to the almost stable 
equilibrium m will remain in a given neighborhood of m for extremely long times, which 
is more than enough for applications in physics. In the same spirit ofjinite time stability 
or effective stability we also have the results of Nekhoroshev [39] and all its subsequent 
improvements and implementations (see [14,19,8-10,151 and references therein). 

Dirichlet’s theorem has been adapted to the study of the stability of relative equilibria in 
symmetric Hamiltonian systems, In this situation it receives the names ofArnold [4], energy- 
Casimir [20], or energy-momentum method [47,25,43,40,36,24,42]. All these techniques 
are based on the definiteness of the second variation of an augmented energy function (which 
in infinite dimensions needs to be replaced with certain convexity estimates) and, as in the 
case of Dirichlet’s theorem, they provide only sufficient stability conditions. 
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Fig. 1. Birkhoff’s orbital stability. 

In this paper we will formulate a Dirichlet-like sufficient condition for the stability of 
periodic orbits (Theorem 3.1) and relative periodic orbits (Theorem 5.4) in the Hamiltonian 
context. For terminological convenience and to differentiate these results from the situa- 
tions dealing with equilibria and relative equilibria, we will call our conditions the energy- 
integrals and the symmetric energy-integrals methods, respectively. To fix ideas, the notion 
of stability (Fig. 1) we will be interested in is expressed in the following definition, intro- 
duced by Birkhoff. 

Definition 1.2. Let X E x(M) be a dynamical system on the manifold M, and let y be 
a periodic orbit of (M, X) such that m E y. We say that y is orbitally stable, or that m 
is a stable periodic point, if for any open neighborhood U of y in M, there is an open 
neighborhood V of m such that if Ft is the flow associated to X, then F,(z) E U, for any 
z E V c U and for all t > 0. 

Let us emphasize that the similarity of the results obtained with Dirichlet’s theorem 
makes them share with it his advantages, as the ease of formulation and use in particular 
cases, but also his limited range of applicability. Nevertheless, as Dirichlet’s result is the 
first construction block in other kinds of stability criteria in the framework of equilibria 
already mentioned, so should be the case for the energy and symmetric energy-integrals 
method for the case of periodic and relative periodic orbits. This will be dealt with in a 
future work. 

The proof strategy of our results follows the remarkable technique introduced by Patrick 
[43], based on the use of certain “penalty functions”. In a first step, we will restrict our- 
selves to relative periodic orbits for which the value of the momentum map is a reg- 
ular value. The singular case will be the subject of a future paper. Also, in this first 
approach, only the finite-dimensional case will be treated. However, it is expected that 
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Fig. 2. PoincarC section and Poincar& map. 

infinite-dimensional systems can also be treated in this fashion, at least at “formal stability” 
level (see [20]). 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls standard notation and results; 
we will use the terminology and conventions in [ 11. Section 3 presents the energy-integrals 
method, proves the main theorem and shows its application to some elementary examples. 
Section 5 extends the energy-integrals method to study the stability of relative periodic 
orbits. For the convenience of the reader, all the prerequisites on reduction and normal 
forms are briefly reviewed in Section 4. 

2. Preliminary concepts 

Two important tools in the study of periodic orbits are the local transversal sections and 
the Poincare maps (Fig. 2). We briefly review these concepts and their principal properties 
(see PI>. 

Definition 2.1. Let X E E(M) be a vector field on the manifold M. A local transversal 
section of X at m E M is a submanifold S c M of codimension one with m E S and such 
that for all s E S, X(s) is not contained in T,S. Therefore Ts M = T,S G3 span(X(s)}. 

Let F : VX C M x R + M be the flow of X which includes a closed orbit y through m 
with period t; Vx is the domain of the flow, an open subset of M x R. A Poincare’ map of 
y is a mapping 0 : Wo -+ WI where: 
(PMl) WO, WI c S are open neighborhoods of m E S, and 0 is a diffeomorphism; 
(PM2) there is a continuous function 6 : Wo + R, called the period shift, such that (s, t - 

S(s)) E Dx, and O(s) = F(s, r - 6(s)) for all s E Wo; 
(PM3) if t E (0, t - S(s)), then F(s, t) 4 Wo. 
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A fundamental theorem guarantees the existence and uniqueness of Poincare maps for 
closed orbits in arbitrary dynamical systems. By uniqueness we mean that if 0’ : IV; + W; 
is another Poincare map constructed using the section S’ through m’ E y, then 0 and 0’ 
are locally conjugate, that is, there are open neighborhoods W2 of m E S, W; of m’ E S’, 
and a diffeomorphism 7-1: W, -+ W;, such that W, c W0 fl W, , Wi c Wh II W;, and the 
diagram 

o-l(Wz) n wz L w2 fl OW2) 

N 
1 1 

7i 

0’ 
w; - S’ 

commutes. 
If the manifold A4 is symplectic, with symplectic form w, and the vector field X is a 

Hamiltonian dynamical system associated to the function h E C?(M) (we will denote 
X by Xh in this case) then these additional structures allow us to choose the elements of 
Definition 2.1 with the properties stated in the following theorem (which is Proposition 8.1.3 
in [l]). Note that if y is a closed orbit of Xh, then we may assume that y lies in a regular 
energy surface & of h since near y, dh must be nonzero. 

Theorem 2.2. Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold, h E (Y(M), and y a closed orbit of 
Xh lying in the regular energy sutiace C,. Then, there exists a local transversal section S 
at m E y and a Poincare’ map 0 : WO + WI on S, such that the following hold: 

0) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(Wo, wo) and (WI, WI) are contact manifolds where Wj = i?w, ij : Wj C, M being 
the natural inclusion and j E (0, 1); 
0 is a canonical transformation; that is, 0 preserves h, and there is a function 6 E 
C”(Wo) such that @*WI = wg - da A dh; moreover 6 is the period shift of the 
Poincare’ map described in Definition 2.1; 
there exist e > 0 and regular energy su$aces I&:,, for e’ E (e - E, e + E), such 
that (Se! : = S n C,I , w,~) is a symplectic submanifold of M of codimension two and 
0 1 w,,-,s,, is a symplectomorphism onto WI n Set, where we/ = i *w and i : $1 cf M 
is the natural inclusion. 

Another concept that will be used ubiquitously is the Hessian, whose definition and 
properties we recall in what follows. We will use here the definition of the Hessian from 
differential topology (see [35]). If M is a smooth manifold and f E C”(M), suppose that 
m E M is a critical point of f, that is, df (m) = 0. 

Definition 2.3. The Hessian of f E C”(M) at the critical point m E M is the symmetric 
bilinear form d2 f (m) : T,,, M x T, M + R, given by 

d2f (m)(v, w) := v[W[f II, 

where v, w E T, M and W E X(M) is an arbitrary extension of w E T, M to a vector field 
on M, that is, W(m) = w. 
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Remark 2.4. The requirement that m E M is a criticalpoint off is crucial and guarantees 
the correctness of Definition 2.3, that is, the value of d2 f (m)(v, w) does not depend on 
the extension W of w. In addition, m being a critical point off, allows one to easily prove 
the symmetry of d2 f (m). The proof of the following proposition follows directly from the 
definitions. 

Proposition 2.5. Let m E M and n E N, with M and N being smooth differentiable 
mantfolds. Let $ : M + N be a smooth map such that e(m) = n and let f E Cm(N) 
withdf(n) =O. Thend2($r*f)(m) =T,*@(d2f(n)), thatis,foranyv,w E T,M: 

d2(+*f )(m)(v, w) = d2f (n)(T,+ . v, Gllr . ~1. 

In particular, ifs is a submanifold of M, f E Coo(M), and m E S then, 

d2f (m)Irmsxrms = d2(f Mm>. 

Finally, the proof of our first main theorem will require the use of a lemma due to Patrick 
(see [43] for a proof). 

Lemma 2.6. Let A and B be bilinearforms on ajnite-dimensional vector space. Suppose 
that A is positive semidejkite and that B is positive definite on ker A. Then, there exists 
r > 0 such that A + E B is positive definite for all E E (0, r). 

3. Orbital stability and the energy-integrals method 

We shall work generally on a Poisson manifold, that is, a manifold M whose space 
of smooth functions COO(M) admits a bracket {. , .} relative to which it is a Lie algebra 
and the Leibniz identity holds in each argument. The Hamiltonian vector field Xh given 
by a function h E Coo(M) is defined (as a derivation) by the relation Xh = {. , h}. The 
elements of the center of the Lie algebra (C”(M) , {. , . )) are called Casimir functions. The 
triplet (M, (a , e}, h) is called a Poisson system. Any Poisson manifold is partitioned into 
symplectic leaves, which are connected immersed symplectic manifolds of M inducing the 
Poisson bracket of M. The tangent space at m to a leaf consists of all vectors that are equal 
to the value of some Hamiltonian vector field at m. The symplectic leaves are invariant 
under the flow of any Hamiltonian vector field. 

Theorem 3.1 (The energy-integrals method). Let y be aperiodic orbit of the Poisson sys- 
tem (M, I., .}, h) through the point m E M. Let Cl, C2, . . . , C,, E C?(M) be a set of 
conserved quantities (integrals of the motion) for which 

d(C1 + . . . + C,)(m) = 0. 

If the quadratic form 

d2(C1 +. . . + Cn)(m)lwxw 
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is definite for some (and hence for any) subspace W c T,,,M such that 

137 

ker dC1 (m) f~ . . . n ker dC, (m) = W 43 span{v’(m)), 

then y is orbitally stable. If W = (0) (in particulal; if dim M = 2), then y is always 
orbitally stable. 

Proof. We first prove the case W # (0) and we begin by showing that the result does not 
depend on the choices of m E y and W. Indeed, if d(C1 + . . . + C,)(m) = 0 and Ft is the 
flow of the Hamiltonian vector field Xh , then for any t > 0 and any u, w E Tn M we have 

WC1 +. . . + GM(m))GFt(~), TmWw)) 
= F,*(d(CI + e. . + C,)(m)>(v, w) 

= d(F,*(Cl + . . . + C,>)(m>(u, w> 

= d(C1 +. . . + G>(m>(v w), 

sinceF,*od=doFt*andC1,C2,..., C, are invariant under Fr. If W is a complement 
to span{v’(m)} in ker dC1 (m) n 9 . . rl ker dC,(m), then for any t > 0, Tyll F,(W) is a 
complement to span{y’(F,(m))} in ker dC1 (Fr(m)) n . ~1 fl ker dC, (F,(m)). Moreover, 
d2(C, + . . . + C,)(m)lwxw is definite iff d2(C1 + . *. + C,)(F,(m))lT,fi.wxT,F,.w is 
definite, since Proposition 2.5 and conservation of Cl, . . . , C,, imply for any u, w E Tm M: 

d2(C, + a. . + C,)(Ft(m))(LFt(u), LFt(w)) 
= d2(Ft*C1 +. . . + fi*C,)(m)(u, w) 
= d2(C1 + . . . + C,>(m)(u, w). 

The statement of the theorem does therefore not depend on the choice of the point m E y . 
The choice of W is also irrelevant since d2(C1 + . . . + C,)(m)(v, w) = 0 whenever 

v E span{ v’(m)}. Indeed, since we can assume without loss of generality that u = Xh (m), 
the definition of the Hessian implies 

d2(C, +. . . + Cdm>(u, w> = w[X~(CI +. . . -t C,)] 

= w[{Cl, h} + 9. . + {C,, h}] = 0. 

Thus, the statement of the theorem does not depend on the choices of m E y and W c T, M 
as long as ker dC1 (m) n . . . rl ker dC,(m) = W @ span{v’(m)). 

We proceed to the proof of the theorem by defining for a fixed m E y 

fi = Cl - Cl (m) + . . * + C, - G(m), 

f2 = (Cl - Cl (m))2 + . . . + (C, - Cn(m))2. 

The hypothesis of the theorem clearly implies that 

dfl(m) = dfz(m) = 0. 
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Let S be a local transversal section to y at m E y . Let 2 be the subspace 

Z := T,SnkerdCt(m)n...nkerdC,(m). 

By the properties of the local transversal section we have y’(m) 4 T,S and hence 

znsp~~~{y'(m)) = (0). 

Since span{v’(m)} c ker dCt (m) fl . . .nkerdC,(m) andT,M = T,,S@span{r’(m)} we 

get 

ker dC1 (m) II s . . flkerdC,(m) = T,MnkerdCr(m)rl...nkerdC,(m) 

= (Tm S a3 span(v’(m)}) n ker dCt (m) n . . . n ker dC, (m) 

= (T,SnkerdCr(m)n. e + n ker dC, (m)) @ span{v’(m)) 

= Z G3 span{y’(m>), 

that is, Z is a complement to span(v’(m)} in ker dCI (m) n . . . n ker dCn (m). Since fr and 
Cl + -** + C, differ by a constant, the hypothesis of the theorem implies that the form 
d2fi (m) 1 zx z is definite. Using Proposition 2.5 we have 

d2fi(m)lzxz = (d2fi(m)lr,sxr,s)lzxz = d2(fiIs)(~)lzxz. 
Hence the hypothesis of the theorem is equivalent to saying that d2 (fl I S) (m) I z x z is definite. 

We prove now that Z is the kernel of d2 (f2 1s) (m). Let ~1, v2 6 T,,, S, such that vi = 
d/dtIr=Oci (t), with ci (t) E S for any t and i E { 1,2}. Let X,; E Z(S) be an extension of vi 
to a vector field on S whose flow is denoted by FT. Then, by definition 

d2Cf21s>(Mv,, ~2) = v1Wu,Lfz11 

=- d”, t=O 2 _ f2K”2(c~ (f))) 
I I S-O 

=- d”, _ $ _ (C~(F:*(cl(t)>) - Cl(m>)2+...+(Cn(FsU2(~l(t))) - cnW2 I I f-0 S-O 

=- is _ 2(C1 (F:*(m)) - Cl (m))dCl (F,u* Cm>> . Tm F,vz (~1) 
S-O 

+...+ 2 
ds _ 2(CnU$“*(m)) - Cn(m>WnV’gU2(m)). G&“Yvl) 

S-O 
= 2[(dCl(m) . vz)(dCl(m) . VI> + . . . + (dCn(m) . w)(dCn(m) . VI>]. 

Hence v 1 E ker d2 (A I s) (m) iff for any IQ E T,,, S, we have 

(dCt (m) . vl)(dCI (m) . ~2) + . . . + (dC,(m) . vl)(dC,(m) . ~2) = 0. 

Taking in this relation 212 = ~1, this implies that dCI (m) . v1 = . . - = dC, (m) . VI = 0 
and hence VI E kerdCt(m) n .-. n ker dC,(m) rl T,,,S = Z. Conversely, if VI E Z = 
T,S n kerdCt(m) fl ..- n ker dC, (m) the above relation is satisfied trivially for all 
v 1 E Tm S. Therefore, 

Z = kerd2(f21s)(m). 
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Fig. 3. Construction of A. 

Using all these remarks and the obvious positive semidefiniteness of d*(f2 Is)(m), 
Lemma 2.6 guarantees the existence of some a > 0 for which the function f defined 

by 

f:=ah+f* (3.1) 

is such that d* (f 1 s)(m) is positive definite. 
Let now V be an open neighborhood of y . With the notation of Definition 2.1, the Morse 

Lemma allows us to choose S and E > 0 such that f 3 0 on S and 

Notice that since f is a conserved quantity, if z E WO rl W1 n f -’ [0, E) then P’__s(~) (z) E 
Wo fl WI fl f-‘[O, E) (see Fig. 3). Let Dv = inf{d@, y)lx E v \ V}, where d is the 
distance function on A4 associated to some Riemannian metric on M (we assume that M is 
paracompact and hence there is always some Riemannian metric on it). The compactness 
of y and the openness of V guarantee that Dv is never 0. 

If A = WO fl WI tl f-l [0, E), we define the map: 

D:A-+R 

z - D(z) := ,Ero~a_xsc,,,d(F&), v). 

Note that D(m) = 0. By the continuity of D, we can choose E > 0 (and therefore A) small 
enough so that D(z) < DV 12, for any z E A. Define the open neighborhood U of y by 

U := {F,(z’)Jz’ E A, t 2 01. 

We shall prove below that Ft(U) c V for all t 2 0. In order to see this, note that, by 
construction, U is invariant under the flow Fr and hence the claim is proved if we show that 
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U c V. Let us suppose the contrary, namely that there is an element F,(z’) E U, z’ E A, 
such that Ft(z’) $ V. Without loss of generality we can assume that t E [0, 5 - a(~‘)] 
which then implies that d(Ft(z’), v) 6 D(z’) < Dv/2. However, since we assume that 
Ft (z’) # V, it follows that d(Ft (z’), v> > Dv, by the definition of Dv. 

In the case W = (0}, Z = kerd*(f2]s)(m) = {0} and, therefore d*(f2ls)(m) is positive 
definite, hence we do not need to apply Lemma 2.6 and, the rest of the proof follows just 
by taking f2 instead of f . 0 

Remark 3.2. The method is called energy-integrals since one can always use the Hamil- 
tonian of the system, that is, its total energy, as one of the conserved quantities Ci in 
Theorem 3.1. 

Remark 3.3. The requirement on the conserved quantities in the statement of the theorem 
about belonging to Coa (M), that is, being defined on the entire manifold M, can be relaxed 
to being defined in an open neighborhood of the periodic orbit y. 

Example 3.4. The algorithm provided by the energy-integrals method allows us to show, in 
a computationally straightforward manner, the orbital stability of the periodic orbits of some 
classical systems: the rigid body, the resonant harmonic oscillator, and the closed Keplerian 
orbits. Notice that the orbital stability of these motions is known, given that all these systems 
are integrable and all their bounded motions are periodic which, looking at the system in 
action-angle coordinates gives us orbital stability. In what follows we give an indication 
of the conserved quantities that should be used in the application of the energy-integrals 
method, for each particular system: 

(i) The rigid body: the total energy and the total angular momentum. 
(ii) The resonant harmonic oscillator: the energies of each oscillator and the generalized 

angular momentum. 
(iii) Closed Keplerian orbits: the total energy, one component of the angular momentum, 

and one component of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector. 

4. Systems with symmetries, reduction and normal forms 

We will dedicate Section 5 to study the stability of relative periodic orbits. The analysis 
of these elements requires some background in reduction theory and normal forms that we 
will briefly review in this section. The expert may proceed directly to Section 5. 

Let (M, w, G, J: M + g*, h : A4 + R) be a Hamiltonian dynamical system with a 
symmetry given by the Lie group G acting properly on M. The symbol g* denotes the dual 
of g, the Lie algebra of G. The Hamiltonian h E P(M) is G-invariant and the momentum 
map J is assumed to be equivariant. For any .$ E g, we will denote by Jt E Cm(M) the 
function defined by Jc (z) := (J(z), t;), where (. , .) is the natural pairing of g with g*. If m E 
M is such that J(m) = /_L is a regular value of J whose coadjoint isotropy subgroup G, acts 
freely on the manifold J-‘(p), it is well known [34] that the space M, := J-‘(l)/GP is a 
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symplectic manifold and that the dynamics induced by h reduces naturally to Hamiltonian 
dynamics on J-’ (p)/ G,. More specifically we have the following. 

Theorem 4.1 (Symplectic reduction). Let (M,w,G,J:M + g*,h:M -+ rW) bea 
Hamiltonian dynamical system with a symmetry given by the left action of the Lie group 
G. We assume that the associated momentum map J : M -+ g* is equivariant and that the 
Hamiltonian h is G-invariant. We also suppose that tfp E g* is a regular value of J, the 
isotropy subgroup G, acts freely and properly on J-’ (p). Then, 

(i) the reduced space, M, := J-‘(p)/G,, is endowed with the unique quotient differen- 
tiable structure for which the canonical projection 

rrlr. : J-?/4 - J-‘WGF, 

is a surjective submersion; 
(ii) the reduced space M, has a unique symplectic form We,, characterized by 

7rgL*op = ilr*w, 

where i, : J-‘(p) L, M is the natural inclusion: 
(iii) the HamiltonianJlow Ft Of Xh leaves the connected components of J-‘(p) invariant 

and commutes with the Gw-action, so it induces a flow Ft’ on M/1 that is characterized 

by 

(iv) theflow Ft’ is Hamiltonian on Mfi with reduced Hamiltonian function h, : M@ + Iw 
defined by 

h,on, =hoi,; 

the vector$elds Xh and Xt,, are n,-related; 
(v) if k : M -+ Iw is another G-invariant function, then (h, k} is also G-invariant and 

(h, k]w = {h,, k,A+ 

where {. , .)M, denotes the Poisson bracket induced by the symplectic structure on Mfi. 

In what follows we will not just assume that the isotropy subgroup G, acts freely 
and properly on J-‘(p), but that the whole group G acts freely and properly on M. In 
this situation, the orbit space M/G is a smooth manifold (see [l], Theorem 4.1.20; [2], 
Proposition 3.5.21). Moreover, the Poisson structure on M induced by its symplectic form 
drops to M/G ([33], Theorem 10.7.1). 

Theorem 4.2. Under the hypotheses mentioned above, there is a unique Poisson structure 
{. , .}M/G on the quotient M/G such that the canonical projection n : M += M/G is a 
Poisson map. Moreover, {. , .).$fIG is uniquely determined by the relation 

{f,g]M/G 0l-f = If on,koxr), 
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where f, k : Ml G -+ Iw are two arbitraryfunctions, and (. , +} denotes the Poisson structure 
associated to the symplectic form o in M. 

Another tool that will be used in the proof of the main result in Section 5 is the Marle- 
Guillemin-Sternberg (MGS) normal form. This normal form was introduced by Marle [32] 
and by Guillemin and Sternberg [ 17,181. 

The MGS normal form is a Slice Theorem in the category of Hamiltonian actions and gives 
a G-invariant local model aroundeach point of (M, w) considered as aHamiltonian G-space. 
Let m E M, p := J(m) E g*, and assume, as in Theorem 4.1, that the coadjoint isotropy 
subgroup G, is compact. The vector space V := T,(G.m)O/[T,(G em)“f’T,,,(G em)] = 

T,,(G . mYITm(G, . m) is called the symplectic normal space at m; it is endowed with a 
natural symplectic structure WV inherited from w(m). By the compactness of G, there is 
an Adc,, -invariant inner product (. , .) on g, relative to which there is the orthogonal direct 
sum decompositions g = gee $ q for some subspace q c g. The inner product also allows us 
to identify all these Lie algebras with their duals. In particular, we have the dual orthogonal 
direct sum g* = g; $ q*, which allows an identification of gL with a subset of g” . The 
inclusions induced by these identifications are used in Theorem 4.3 whose proof can be 
found in [7,41] or in the original papers. 

Theorem 4.3 (Made-Guillemin-Sternberg normal form). Let (M, w) be as in Theorem 4.1 
and m E M, such that p = J(m) E g* is a regular value of J. Then 

Y=Gxg,*xV 

isaHamiltonian G-spacewhere Gactson Y byg.(h, 17, u) = (gh, Q, u) withcorresponding 
equivariant momentum map Jy : Y -+ g* given by 

Jr@, r, u> = g . (CL + rl). 

In addition, there are G-invariant neighborhoods V of m E M, Vf of (e, 0,O) E Y and 
an equivariant symplectic difleomorphism I$ : V -+ V’ satisfying 4(m) = (e, 0,O) and 

JYO~=J. 

One of the uses of the MGS normal form is the convenient local characterization of the 
reduced spaces that is facilitated by the following proposition of Bates and Lerman (see [7] 
or [41] for a proof). 

Proposition 4.4. In the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, for a small enough neighbor- 
hood YO of the orbit G . (e, 0,O) in the model space Y, the intersection of the set J,’ (,LL) 
with the neighborhood YO has the form 

J;‘(P) n Yo = ((g, r, v) E Yo I g E G,, rl = 01. 

As promised we have the following. 
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Theorem 4.5. The reduced space (M,, o,J is locally symplectomorphic to (V, WV), where 
V is the symplectic normal space associated to the G-action at m E M. 

Proof (See [48,7,41]). The proof uses Proposition 4.4 in order to show that J-’ (p.) can be 
locally represented as G, x V. This implies that J-’ (I.L)/G, 2 V. The construction of the 
MGS normal form guarantees that this local diffeomorphism is a symplectomorphism if V 
is endowed with the symplectic form WV. 0 

Remark 4.6. Note that Proposition 4.4 has interesting implications when one looks at 
the appearance of the dynamical evolution induced by a G-invariant Hamiltonian on this 
model. More specifically, if Fr is the HamiltonianJlow associated to the Hamiltonian h, 
then for a time t close enough to 0, 

F,(m) 2 Ft(e, O,O) = (g(t), 0, v(t)), 

for some curve g(t) E G,, and v(t) E V. The zero in the second entry is a direct conse- 
quence of Proposition 4.4. The fact that g(t) E G,, follows from Noether’s theorem. If the 
Hamiltonian h is G-invariant, the curves g(t) and v(t) are completely determined by the 
so-called reconstruction equations (see [41,42], for a detailed exposition). 

5. Stability of relative periodic orbits 

After the background introduced in the previous section we now define the relative critical 
elements of a Hamiltonian system with symmetry (M, o, G, J : M + g*, h : A4 + R). As 
before, we assume that the symmetry is given by the Lie group G acting freely and properly 
on M. The Hamiltonian h E Cm(M) is G-invariant and J is assumed to be equivariant. 

Definition 5.1. In the Hamiltonian system with symmetry just described, m E M is called 
a relative periodic point (RPP), if there is a t > 0 and an element g E G such that 

F,+,(m) = g . Fr(m) for any t E R, 

where Fr is the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field Xh . The set 

v(m) := lFr(m)lt > O] 

is called a relative periodic orbit (RPO) through m. The constant t > 0 is its relative period 
and the group element g E G is its phase shift. 

Note the similarity of this definition with the concept of relative equilibrium, that is, a 
point z E M such that in the reduced space it becomes an equilibrium. An RPO is an orbit 
of Xh such that in the reduced space it is a periodic orbit. These remarks are made more 
precise in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. In the conditions of Dejmition 5.1, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) the point m is an RPP such that J(m) = F; 
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(ii) there is a constant t > 0 and g E G, such that 

F,+,(m) = g . Fr(m> for any t c R, 

where Ft is the flow of xh; 
(iii) the point [ml, := nW(m) is aperiodicpoint of(MEL, ulr, hJ. 

Proof. (i) =+ (ii). If m is an RPP, there is a t > 0 such that FT (m) = g . m. Applying J to 
both sides of this equality and recalling Noether’s theorem and the equivariance of J, one 
obtains that p = g . p, that is g E G,. 

(ii) + (iii). If, with the notation of Theorem 4.1, we apply rrfi on both sides of the equality 
F,+,(m) = g e Ft(m), we obtain that 

n,(F,+,(m)) = n,(g - Fr(m>) = n,(Fr(m)L 

or equivalently, 

F;,Uml,) = Ft%4A 
where Fr is the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field on Mp defined by the reduced Hamil- 
tonian function h,. This shows that [ml, is a periodic point of (M,, wIL, hW). 

(iii) =+ (i). By hypothesis, there is a t > 0 such that F$ ([mlk) = FF ([ml@) for any t. 
Thus 

n,(Fr+r(m)) = n,(Fr(m)) for my t. 

In particular, for t = 0, (xtll o F,)(m) = nW(m) and hence there exists an element g E G, 
such that F, (m) = g . m. Thus, if t is arbitrary, 

Ft+r(m) = (Ft o F,)(m) = Ft(g . m> = g. &Cm), 

as required. Notice that in the last step we used the G-equivariance of F,, implied by the 
G-invariance of h. 0 

In a Hamiltonian system like the one we are dealing with, the existence of a symmetry 
gives rise to drift phenomena, making nontrivial the choice of a definition of stability. As it 
was already the case with relative equilibria (see [47,25,43,36,24,42]), the obvious option, 
orbital stability, becomes too restrictive. The most natural thing to do is to imitate the notion 
of stability relative to a subgroup introduced by Patrick [43]. 

Definition 5.3. In the conditions of Definition 5.1, if G’ is a Lie subgroup of G, the RPP 
m is G/-stable, or stable modulo G’, if for any G’-invariant open neighborhood V of the set 
G’ . { Fr(m)}t,o, there is an open neighborhood U 2 V of m such that Fr (U) c V, for any 
t > 0. 

We can state now the main result on the stability of RPPs. 

Theorem 5.4 (The symmetric energy-integrals method). Let (M, O, G, J : h4 + g*, 
h : M + R) be a Hamiltonian system with a symmetry given by the Lie group G 
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acting freely andproperly on M. Assume that the Hamiltonian h E (Y(M) is G-invariant 
and that J is equivariant. Let m E M be an RPP such that J(m) = /1 E g* is a regular 
value of J and G, is compact. Then, tfthere is a set of G,-invariant conserved quantities 
c’, . . . , C” : M + Iw for which 

d(C’ + . . . + C”)(m) = 0, 

and 

d2(C’ + . . . + C”)(m)lwxw 

is definite for some (and hence for any) W such that 

ker dC’(m) f~ . . . fl ker dCn(m) f~ T, J-’ (p) 

= W @ (spaNXh(m)l + T,(G, . m>>, (5.1) 

then m is a G,-stable RPP Zf dim W = 0 (in particular; if dim M, = 2), then m is always 
a G,-stable RPP 

Proof. We first study the case dim W > 0. Carrying out a computation similar to the one in 
Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that the result does not depend on the choice of the point m in the 
RPO. Moreover, the choice of W is also irrelevant since d2 (C ’ + e . . + C”)(m) ( V, w) = 0, 
whenever u E span(Xh(m)) + T, (G, . m). Indeed, if we take, without loss of generality, 
u = Xh(m) + Ed = Xh(m) + XJe (m), with 6 E gw, the definition of the Hessian 
implies that 

d2(C’ + . . . + C”>(m)(v, 20) = w[(X/l + X,,)(C’ + . . . + C”)l 
= w[{C’, h} f.. * + {C”, h} + {C’, Js} + . . . + (C”, J6)] = 0, 

given that {C' , h} = 0 since C’ is aconservedquantity for i E { 1, . . . , n), and {C’, Je)(z) = 
dC” (z) . 5~ (z) = 0, for any z E M, since Ci is G,-invariant. The G,-invariance of the 
conserved quantities C' , . . . , C”, when restricted to J-t (p), implies the existence of the 
functions Cl,, . . . , C” p : M, + Iw, uniquely defined by the relation C’, o ncL = C’ o i,, 
with i, : J-t (/A) L) M the natural inclusion of Theorem 4.1, and i E {l, . . . , n}. Because 
d(C’ +. . . + C”)(m) = 0, we necessarily have that 

0 = (i,*d(C’ + . - . + C”))(m) = d((C’ + . . . + C”) o ic(>(m> 

= d(C’ o i, +. . . + C” o i,)(m) = d(C’, 07r,+...+C”,on,)(m) 

= d(C’, + . . . + C”@)([ml,) o T,n,. 

Since n, is a sujective submersion, this implies that 

d(C’, + . + . + C”p)([ml,) = 0. 

Recall that by part (iv) of Theorem 4.1 

(5.2) 

Xh,([mlF) = T,rrCc. &Cm). 
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Hence, applying T,n,, on both sides of (5.1) one obtains 

ker dC’p([m],) n . . . n kerdCnfi([mlfiL) = T,n,W) @ vaWh,([~lw>l. (5.3) 

Note that the sum in (5.3) is direct because if there was a w E W such that T,n,(w) = 
T,n,(Xh (m)), then zu - Xl,(m) would be in the kernel of T,,,n@ and therefore there 
would exist an element 6 E gF such that w - Xh (m) = 4~ (m). This would imply that 
w E W fl (span(Xh (m)} + T, (G, . m)) which, by the definition of W, implies that w = 0. 

In the language of Theorem 3.1, expression (5.3) shows that Tmnp(W) is a complement 
to span(Xh,([m],)} in kerdC’p([m]p) fl .. . fl kerdC?,([m],) for the periodic point 
[ml,. Moreover, (5.2) implies that d2(C1, + ... + CnK)([m],) is well-defined. Using 
Proposition 2.5 we write 

d2(C’, + . . . + C”~,)([~~~,)(LJ,, . WI, Tmn, . ~2) 

= d2(rr,*(C’, +. . ’ + Cn/LwNwl 3 w2) 

= d2((C’, + . . * + C”,> 0 n,)(m)(w a w2) 

= d2((C’ + . . ’ + C”) 0 i,)(m)(w, w2) 

= d2(ilr*(C’ + . . . + C”>)(m)(w,, w2) 
= d2(C’ + . . . + W(m)(w, w2). 

Since w 1, w2 E W are arbitrary, this equality and the hypothesis of the theorem guarantees 
that 

d2(C’, + . . . + Cn~)([mllu)l~,,,~~.wx~,,,nl,.w 

is a definite quadratic form. Therefore the periodic point [ml, satisfies the hypothesis of The- 
orem 3.1, which implies the orbital stability of yw, the periodic orbit in M, through [ml,. 

Our next step will be to show that this orbit is also stable in the space M/G,. Since G, 
is compact and acts freely on M, by Theorem 4.2, M/G, is a Poisson manifold and the 
canonical projection rc : M -+ M/G, is a Poisson map. The point [m] := n(m) is clearly 
periodic with respect to the Poisson dynamics induced by h on M/G,. We will denote by 
y the periodic orbit associated to [m] E M/G,. Since J-’ (II) is a regular submanifold of 
M, the reduced space M, is a regular submanifold of M/G,. Of course, [m] = [ml, and 
y = yti but we want to distinguish in what follows between objects in M/G, and Mp. 

We now construct, with the help of the normal form introduced in Theorem 4.3, a local 
transversal section S in M/G, to the closed orbit y at [ml, such that S, = sn M, is a local 
submanifold of M, and moreover, it is a local transversal section to yp at [ml,. The MGS 
normal form on M states that a G-invariant open neighborhood of m E M is G-equivariantly 
diffeomorphic to a G-invariant neighborhood of (e, 0,O) E Y = G x gee* x V and that this 
diffeomorphism maps m E M to (e, 0,O) E Y. This implies that in a neighborhood of [ml, 
M/ G, is locally diffeomorphic to an open neighborhood of ([e], 0,O) in G/G, x gee * x V. 
In addition, by Theorem 4.5, the space M, can be locally identified around [ml, with 
([e]} x {0} x V 2: V. Let now S, c V 2: M, be a local transversal section to yfi at [ml, 
and let S be the local codimension one submanifold in M/G, around [m] given by 
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S := G/G, x gfi* x S,. 

By construction, S is a local transversal section to y at [m] such that 

s, = snkl,. 

If we now use S,, together with d(C’, + . . . + Cnp)([m],) = 0 and the definiteness of 

d2(C’, f.. . + CncL)([~l~)lT,,,n,(W)xT,,,n~,(W) 

we can repeat the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in order to prove the existence of a 
constant a > 0 (see (3.1)) for which the map fV : Mp -+ R given by 

fl* := a@?, - C’&z],) +. . . + C”, - C”,([ml,)> 

+w’, - C’,(rml,>>2 +. . . + (C”, - C’*p([ml,)>2 

satisfies df,([m],) = 0 and d2(fp Is,)([m],) is positive definite. 
Note also that the G,-invariance of h and C ’ , . . . , C” implies the existence of functions 

kl, VI, f. ’ , [C”] E C”(M/G,), uniquely determined by the relations 

[h]on =h and [C’]on =C’. 

We clearly have [h]]~, = h,, [C?]]M~ = CL for i E (1, . . .n}. Let f be the extension of 

f F to M/G,, defined by 

f = UW’I - [C’l([ml) + . . . + [PI - [C”l([ml>) 
+(@I - [C’l([m1>>2 +. . ’ + ([C”l - [C”l([~l>f 

To make this extension f of fCr to M/G, completely explicit, we shall use the notation 
introduced in the following commutative diagram 

and observe that 

Moreover, since h and C ‘, . . . , C” are conserved quantities for Xh, f is a conserved quantity 
for XlhI, the vector field induced by [h] on M/G, defined via its Poisson structure. Note 
that by construction, 

fon=a(C'-C'(m>+...+C"-C"(m)) 
??t(C' - C$7z))2+~~~ +(c" -C"(m))? 
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Sinced((C’ -C1(rn))2+... + (C” - Cn(m))2) (m) = 0 and C’ +. . .+C” differs from 
c’-C’(m)+.. . + C” - C”(m) by a constant, it is clear that d(f o n)(m) = 0, which 
implies that for any u E T,M 

df([m])(T,n . v) = d(n*f)(m) . IJ = d(f on)(m). 2, = 0. 

As rc is a surjective submersion, this implies that df ([ml) = 0 and hence d* f ([ml) is well 
defined. 

Let now 2 be the vector subspace of Tl,,,l (Ml G,) defined by 

z := T[,]S f-l T[,],i, Mfl V’[~IM~L), 

or, locally in terms of the MGS normal form, 

z := (0) x (0) x &&SK. 

We now show that d* (f I s> ([ml) 1 z x z is positive definite. We will use the notation introduced 
in the following commutative diagram: 

Let VI, u2 E Z. These vectors can be written as vi = Tl,l, iPsp . IQ, with wi E Tl,lP S,, 
i E {1,2}. Since 

d* (fls) Uml)(v, ~2) =d* Cfls> (i~S~‘[ml~))(T,,~~i~,S~ . ~1, $n~,&?‘ . ~2) 

= d2((is 0 ipsv>*f>([ml,>(w, ~2) 

= d2((ipM Ir 0 $J*fml,wJl~ w2) 

=d2Cf,hll)([~l~,)(~~, ~21, 

the positive definiteness of d2(fpls,)([m],) ensures that d2 (fls) ([m])lzxz is positive 
definite. 

Keeping this in mind, we now define a real-valued function on M/G, with the help of 
an inner product (. , .) on g*, invariant under the coadjoint action of G, (recall that G, is 
compact by hypothesis). If we denote by I . I= m the associated norm, we define the 
map: 

j:M/G,-+R 

kl- (IJ(z)l - IPI>*. 
Locally, around [m] 2: ([e], 0, 0), j can be expressed in terms of the MGS normal form as 
j([g], n, u) = ([Ad*,-l(w+q)I - I~()2.Thismapiswell-definedbecauseifz’ = g’zfor 
some g E G,, the equivariance of J and Ad; -invariance of (. , .), guarantee that F 

(IJ(z’)l - 1~4)~ = (IJ(g . z)l - IN2 = (18 . J(z)1 - IcLI)~ = (IJ(z)l - l/-d)*. 
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It is easy to see that j has a critical point at [ml, that is dj[m] = 0. Moreover, we will now 
show that d2(jls)([m]) is positive semidefinite with kernel Z. Indeed, if [vi] = T,n . vi E 
Trrnl S with ui E T, M and i E { 1,2}, suppose that 

d2(jls>([ml)([vl, [Al) = 0 for all [d E T[,IS. (5.4) 

The definition of j immediately implies that 

d2~As)([~l>(brl~ [u21) = 2lTmJ. VI ITmJ. ~21. 

Since equality (5.4) holds for all [uz] E T[,lS, it holds in particular for [u2] = [ut]. In that 
case we have lT,J . vt 1 = 0 which implies that T,J . ~1 = 0, that is, ut E ker T, J. Let 
US write this conclusion in terms of the MGS normal form. In general, there are elements 

o E 4, rl E SW*, and u E 5, such that 

UI = $ _ (expta,q,tu). 
f-0 

Then, 

O=T,J.u, = d 
dt r=o 

Ad*,,p(-ro)(p + trl) = -Ad*,p + r]. 

However, note that Ad,*F E gWo, the annihilator of gW in g*, and n E 9;. Therefore, 
Ad,*p = 0 and r] = 0 since gWo n g; = (0) in g*. Hence, 

u1 = -$ _ (expto, 0, tu), 
t-o 

witha E gW and v E S,, which implies that [VI] = ([0], 0, u) E Z, as required. 
Putting together what we know about f and j, Lemma 2.6 guarantees the existence of a 

constant b > 0 such that the map, F := bf + j is such that d2( F I .y)[m] is positive definite. 
Since both f and j are constants of the motion for the Poisson vector field XIhl, so is F. 

Using this map, it can be shown by repeating the last stages of the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
that [m] is a stable periodic point and hence y is orbitally stable. (Recall that the topology 
of M/G, is metrizable, since it is induced by the smooth structure of M/G, as a regular 
quotient manifold (see [ll], Proposition 9.4.1), a technical device used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1). 

Once the orbital stability of y has been proven, it is straightforward to show the G,- 
stability of m as an RPP. If V is a GF-invariant open neighborhood of G, + {Fl(m)}r,o, 
then n(V) is an open neighborhood of y in M/G, (since the canonical projection n is a 
submersion, it is an open map ([ 111, Proposition 6.1.5)). The orbital stability of y in M/G, 
implies the existence of another open neighborhood U of [m] E M/G, such that U 2 n(V) 
and Flhl(U) g n(V) for all t > 0, where F,[h’ denotes the flow of X[h]. characterized by 
the equality: 

n o Ft = F:hl on. 
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We will use this identity in order to prove that 7r-l (U) is the open set that we are looking for 
in order to conclude the G,-stability of m. Since n is surjective and U 5 rc (V) we have that 

n-‘(U) & Jr-‘(n(V)) = v. 

We now show that Fr(n-’ (17)) s V for positive time. If u E M is such that n(u) E U, we 
know that 

F’hl(x(u)) E x(V) for all t t c ~t(F~(u)) E n(V) for all t. 

Hence, for any t > 0 there is a g(t) E G, such that Fr(u) = g(t) 1 u; but since V is 
G,-invariant, g(t) . IJ = F,(u) E V, as required and the proof of G,-stability of m as an 
RPP is finished. 

We now consider the case W = {O}. The proof in this case is identical if we take fti = 

(C’, - C1p([ml,))2 +. . . + (C”, - C”p([m],))2 which, in this particular case satisfies 
dfp([m],) = 0 and d2(fK]s,)([m],) is positive definite. Note that W = {O] includes the 
case dim M, = 2 since, by the relation (5.3): 

kerdC1,([mlp) (7.. . n kerdCnp([mlw) = ~m~,W> @ van{&,, ([ml,)}. 

Thus, if dim M, = 2, then necessarily dim T,n,( W) = 0 which implies that W c 

T, (G, . m), and so, by construction, W = (0). 0 

Example 5.5. We consider several simple elementary examples to illustrate the use of 
Theorem 5.4. 

(i) The S’-stability of the RPOs of the spherical pendulum: The spherical pendulum 
consists of a particle of mass m, moving under the action of a constant gravitational field of 
acceleration g, on the surface of a sphere of radius 1. If we use spherical coordinates with 
origin the center of the sphere and polar axis pointing vertically downwards, the Lagrangian 
of this system is 

L(0,q, 6, $) = irn12(d2 + $2 sin* 8) + mgl cosf?. (5.5) 

The solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from (5.5) is a classical problem 
on elliptic functions whose solution shows that, generically, the motion of the bob describes 
RPOs in the phase space with respect to the S’ symmetry of the problem. We will show 
that these RPOs are stable modulo S ’ . 

In order to use Theorem 5.4, we use the Legendre transform to write the system down 
in phase space variables (0, p, pe, pq), where the canonical symplectic form is 52 = df3 A 
dpe + dq A dp, and the Hamiltonian of the spherical pendulum can be written as 

2 

h(@, bo, PS, P& = & + 

2 
PIP 

2m12 sin2 0 - 
mgl cos 0. 

It may be readily verified that this system is invariant under the lifted action to T * S2 of SO (2) 
on S2 by q-rotations. This action has the well-known associated equivariant momentum map 
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J : T*S* + eo(2)* 21 [w 

(0, vo, Pe, Pi) - Pa. 

151 

We will restrict ourselves to regular values of J, that is, we will choose certain /A # 0 in 
SO(~)*, and we will reduce at it. Clearly, 

J-‘(P) = {Co, rp, Pe, cL>l@, vo, Pe, P) E T*S*l 

and, since SO(2) is abelian, G, = SO(2) acts via 

SO@) x J-‘(p) --+ J-‘(P), 

(eia, 64 4~~ Pe, CL)) - (6 co +a, Pe, P). 

The reduced space M, = J-’ (p)/G, can be naturally identified with T*S:, where 8: is 
the upper semicircle, by taking as canonical projection 

nb : J-‘Q4 + M, 

(6 bo7 ~0~14 - (6 Pe>. 

The reduced symplectic form wP, uniquely determined by the relation iP*w = nP*wP, 
takes the form, wcL = de A dpe. The Hamiltonian reduces to 

2 
h,(e, PO) = & + zmlrs:n2e - mglcos6 

which implies that (M,, w@, hW) is a simple mechanical system (its Hamiltonian has the 
form kinetic+potential) with potential energy given by 

v,(e) = ” 
2ml* sin* e - 

mgl cos 8. 

In the classical literature (see [ 16,22]), V, (0) is called the effective potential of the reduced 
problem. Fig. 4 exhibits its main features, which allow us to classify the different kinds of 
motions that the system may generate in terms of the value of its total energy. 

Note that V, (0) has a single minimum 00, between 0 and n, determined by the relation 

2 
mgl sine0 - -$ cot e. CSC* e. = 0. 

If the total energy of the system equals V, (00) := Ecirc, the pendulum describes a circular 
orbit of radius I sin 00, whose stability can be studied using the energy-momentum method 
(see [47,25,43,36,24,42]). If the total energy of the system E is such that E > Ecirc, the 
motion of the pendulum is bounded in its 0 coordinate between certain limit values emin (E) 
and e,,,,,(E), uniquely determined by the relation V, (t&i,, (E)) = V, (e,,,, (E)) = E; 
moreover, the motion in the reduced space M, is periodic as we will prove below. 

Proposition 5.6. Let (M, w, h) be a two-dimensional Hamiltonian system and let m E M 
be a point such that h(m) = E, with E a regular value of the Hamiltonian h, such that the 
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Fig. 4. ‘Qpical effective potential of the spherical pendulum. 

connected component of h-l (E) that contains m is compact. Then, m is aperiodic point, that 
is, there is a t > 0 for which Fs (m) = m, where Ft is the Hamiltonianjow generated by h. 

Proof. Since every one-dimensional compact and connected manifold is diffeomorphic to a 
circle, so is the case for the connected component of h-’ (E) that contains m. The regularity 
of E implies that this circle does not contain equilibria and therefore, by the uniqueness of 
the flow, the time evolution on it must be periodic. •I 

We now apply this result on the reduced space (M,, We, h,). If we choose [m], = 

(0, pe), such that hpUml,> = E > Ecircq the hypothesis of Proposition 5.6 on the regu- 
larity of E is satisfied. We now show that h,-‘(E) is compact in M,. Clearly h,-‘(E) is 
closed. So all we need to show is its boundedness. As we already know, the 8 variable is 
bounded between certain limit values &n(E) and 8,,,(E). By conservation of energy, 8 
and pe are related by 

E = ps” pL 
2m12 

1 

2m12 sin2 8 
- mgl cos e 

or, equivalently 

E - ” 
2m12 sin2 8 

Since pi is a continuous function of 0 defined on the compact set [&in, B,,J. strictly 
included on [0, n], it reaches a minimum and a maximum and, therefore it is bounded 
in h-’ (E). Since h-’ (E) is closed and bounded, it is compact and, by Proposition 5.6, 
the Hamiltonian flow corresponding to h, on this range of energies consists of periodic 
orbits. These periodic orbits lift, by Theorem 5.2, to RPOs in T*S2. Since dim M, = 2, 
Theorem 5.4 guarantees that these orbits are S0(2)-stable. 
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(ii) Stability of the nutating motion of the Lagrange top: The Lagrange top is an ax- 
isymmetric rigid body with a fixed point, moving steadily in a constant gravitational field 
of acceleration g. We will denote by (Zl , II, 13) its principal moments of inertia, by m 
its mass, and by 1 the distance between its center of mass and the fixed point. The phase 
space for the Lagrange top as a Hamiltonian system is T*S0(3). If we use the Euler angles 
(0, qa, +) to parameterize SO(3), and denote by (~0, pq, p$) the conjugate momenta, the 
corresponding Hamiltonian function in this chart on T * S 0 (3) has the expression 

2 
h(e, ~0, lcrt PO, PIP ~$1 = z + 

(PC,0 - Pq/ cosQ12 p$l 

211 sin2 e 
+ 21 + mgl cos 8. 

3 
Denote by w the canonical symplectic form in T*SO (3). It can be readily verified that 
the Hamiltonian system (T*SO (3), w, h) is invariant under the lifted action of the group 
S’ x S’ over SO(3) given by 

(S’ x St) x SO(3) + SO(3), 
((e’@l , e’% (0, V, $1) - (e4+bk+42). 

This action is Hamiltonian and has an associated momentum map given by 

J: T*S0(3) - Lie(S’ x St) 21 R2 

((440, k peT Pi, ~$1 - (P,? P@). 

Using this symmetry we will proceed in a fashion similar to the spherical pendulum. Firstly, 
we will reduce the system at regular values of J, that is, we will restrict ourselves to values 
~=((p,u)~R~ofJsuchtbatp#Oandu#O.Clearly, 

J-~(P) = {(e, bo, @, PO, P, v) I(@, V, Vk PO, P, ~1 E T”w3)) 

and, since S’ x S’ is abelian, it follows that G, = S’ x S’. Thus, the reduced space 

(M,, ww, h,) can be naturally identified with T*S:, with S: the open upper semicircle, 
by taking as the canonical projection 

Yrp : J-‘(P) - M, 
(0, P, 6 po, P, 4 - (0, ~~1. 

With this identification, wP = de A dpe, and 

2 
h,(e, PO) = $ + 

(p - u c0sej2 u2 
2z 1 sin2e 

+ 
1 21 3 

+ mgl cos e. 

Analogously to the spherical pendulum, this is a simple mechanical system, with potential 
energy (effective potential) given by 

v,(e) = (p-ucose)2 + g +mglcosQ. 
211 sin2 e 3 

As can be seen in the Fig. 5, VF(Q) has a single minimum, 00, between 0 and rc. When 
we tune the energy of the system to the value Ecirc := v,(eo) the system falls into a 
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Fig. 5. Typical effective potential for the Lagrange top. 

relative equilibrium with respect to the S’ x S’ symmetry, whose stability can be studied 
using the energy-momentum method (see [26,23,42]). If the energy is strictly higher than 
Ecirc, the variable 8 is bounded between certain values &i,(E) and 8,,,(E) for which 

v,(&i,(E)) = v,(&nax(E)) = E, and the system describes an RPO, as we prove by 
showing that the motion in M, is periodic using a method identical to the one followed 
in the case of the spherical pendulum and based on Proposition 5.6. The only difference is 
that in this case, 8 and pe are related by 

pe = fJ2z1 (E - v,(e)). 

These periodic orbits lift by Theorem 5.2, to RPOs in T”SO(3). Since dimM, = 2, 
Theorem 5.4 guarantees that these orbits are S’ x S’-stable. 

(iii) Stability of the bounded Manev orbits. Relative periodic motions in central potentials: 
It is well-known that due to general relativistic corrections, even in the two body approxima- 
tion, the planets do not follow Kepler’s First Law, that is, their orbits do not describe ellipses 
but precessing ellipses. In a first approximation, this correction has the form B/r*, for some 
constant B, that is, truncating negligible terms, the gravitational potential takes the form 

V(r) = k + 5. 
r 

(5.7) 

The introduction of potentials of this form to describe the gravitational motion goes back 
to Newton and Clairaut (see [ 131 for excellent historical remarks). However, it was Manev 
[28-3 l] who, using physical principles, more specifically, a generalized action-reaction 
principle, was the first to propose a potential like (5.7) as a correction to the classical 
Newtonian potential useful in celestial mechanics. The Hamiltonian flow induced by (5.7) 
has been extensively studied, and completely classified in [12,13,21]; moreover, Diacu et 
al. [ 131 have shown that in a certain approximative regime (what they call the solar-system 
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approximation), Manev’s model is the natural classical analog of the Schwarzschild prob- 
lem. In fact, using the values fork and B given by Manev, one obtains an accurate description 
of the apsidal motion of the moon and the perihelion advance of Mercury. These values are: 

k=GM, B=GMY 3GM 
-9 

2 
)/=- 

c2 ’ 

where G is the constant of gravitation, c the speed of light, and M the mass of the particle 
at the origin; the mass of the rotating particle is taken to be one. 

One of the conclusions of [ 121 is that the bounded motions of this problem, that is, the 
solutions with negative energy, are generically precessing ellipses. We will concentrate on 
this case, and we will show that this part of the flow consists generically of Gp-stable RPOs. 

The phase space for this problem, as a Hamiltonian system, is T* R3. If we parameterize 
R3 using spherical coordinates (r, 0, PO> (f3 denotes the colatitude and p the azimuth), the 
corresponding Hamiltonian function of the system can be written as 

where m denotes the reduced mass of the two bodies m = M/(M + 1). This system is 
invariant under the lifted action of SO (3) to T*R3. Moreover, this action is Hamiltonian 
with equivariant momentum map given by the angular momentum of the system, that is, 
J(r, p) = r x p, whose expression in spherical coordinates is 

=(-p,cos(pcotd-p~sin~,ppecos~-p~cot8sin~,p~). 

Given that Theorem 5.4 is valid only for regular values of the momentum map, we will 
restrict ourselves to values /.L # 0 of J. More specifically, we will choose our coordinate 
system in such a fashion that, without loss of generality, /.L has the form p = (0, 0,1) with 
2 # 0. It is easy to see that 

J-‘(P) = 1( r, ;A& Pr,O,l )I(I,~,~P.P~,O,I)ET*~~~~~~=(~,O,I)]. 

The coadjoint isotropy subgroup G, of p is isomorphic to SO(2) and acts on J-’ (p) as 

G, x J-‘(p) - J-'(P) 
ia ( ( e , r,t,rp,p,,O,l)) t-+ (r,5,v+01.pr,0,1). 

Hence, M, = J-l (p)/Gw, can be naturally identified with T*R+, by taking as the canon- 
ical projection 

lr@ : J-‘(P) - M, 

( r,~,yl.p,,O,~ ) 
I--, (r,p,). 

Moreover, with this identification, the reduced Hamiltonian is 

h,(r, P,> = g + 2At2 
kB 2 k 12-2mB 

-----$=z-;+ 2mr2 . 
r 

(5.8) 
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As we know, the reduced symplectic form wP is uniquely determined by the relation 

Since in spherical coordinates w is given by w = dr A dp, + d0 A dpe + dq A dp, it 
follows that 

wIL =dr r\dpr. 

This implies that (MP, wP, h,) is a simple mechanical system with potential energy 
(effective potential): 

k 12-2mB 
V,(r) = -; + 

2mr2 ’ 

that is, the Hamiltonian flow in M, induced by h, is given by the equations 

ah 
+=-+ 

aPr 
&=-ah’* 

ar ’ 

Note that the Manev reduced potential V, is identical to the one corresponding to the Kepler 
problem with momentum equal to m. In other words, the reduced Manev system 
with momentum p = (0, 0,1), is identical to the reduced Kepler system with momentum 
/_L’ = (0, 0, r 2m B). Hence, up to this momentum shift, the reduced dynamics of both 
systems are identical. It is the geometrical phase that lifts the dynamics in M, to M that 
differentiates between the Kepler and the Manev systems. 

We will focus on the bounded motions of the reduced system. These motions occur 
provided that the total momentum of the system 1, satisfies 

l>&Gz. 

In such a case, the effective potential V,(r), looks like the one in Fig. 6. 

VP 

r* )L__% 
,* 

I’ 
I’ 

,’ JL 
,’ 

r 

Fig. 6. One effective potential in the Manev problem. 
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The particular form of Vu, for negative values E of the energy, forces the r variable to 
be bounded between the values r,in (E) and rmax (E) that are given as the solutions of the 
quadratic equation 

k 12-2mB 
EC--+ 

r 2mr2 ’ 

that is, 

rmin(&)=__& k-/y). 
(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Also, V,(r) admits a unique minimum at the value t-0 = (12 - 2m B)/mk, for which 

V,(ro) = - mk2 
2(12 - 2mB) 

I= Ecirc. 

If the energy E of the system is such that E = Ecir,-, there is a circular orbit, which is a 
relative equilibrium with respect to the SO (3) symmetry. Its stability can be studied using 
the energy-momentum method. If the energy is such that 0 > E > -mk2/(2(12 - 2mB)), 
the system describes an RPO which we prove by showing that the motion in M, is periodic 
using a method identical to the one followed in the case of the spherical pendulum (based 
on Proposition 5.6). The only difference is that in this case, r and pr are related by 

These periodic orbits lift by Theorem 5.2 to RPOs in T*[w3. Since dim M, = 2, Theorem 5.4 
guarantees that these orbits are S0(2)-stable. 

Remark 5.7. Notice that the treatment utilized above for the Manev potential can be 
adapted to any central potential; in other words, any RPO created by a central potential in 
three dimensions is going to be SO (2)~stable, provided that its corresponding momentum 
value is regular. This is so since, in this case, the dimension of the corresponding reduced 
space is always equal to two, the associated reduced periodic point is orbitally stable and 
therefore, by Theorem 5.4, the RPO is SO (2)-stable. 
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